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Standard Under Development

Specification 16B

“Coiled Tubing, Wireline and Snubbing Well Control Stack Equipment”
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Current Spec 16B Activities

Established Manufacturing & Performance
Requirements for Each Class of Component

Coiled Tubing, Wireline, Snubbing and Polished Rod
Stuffing Box Well Control Service Expectations
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2017 Spec 16B Activities

• Several WebEx Meetings Held to Combine Work Group Results for CT, Wireline, Snubbing and Polished Rod Service

• Prepared a Review of Design Requirements (Following Spec 16A template)
Spec 16B Winter Meeting Agenda

- Define Qualification Testing with Gas
- Review Shear Ram Test Validation
- Review Slip Ram Test Validation
- Review Shear-Blind Ram Test Validation
- Identify CT & Snubbing Rig-Up Design Issues
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2018 Spec 16B Activities

• Design Validation Section to be Completed for Each Product Group
• Establish Design Validation Testing with Gas
• Design Factors for CT and Snubbing Rig Up
• Working With RP 16ST to Align Performance Expectations for Well Control Ram Testing